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Abstract. Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) is a relatively new 
method for monitoring gene expression levels and is expected to contribute sig-
nificantly to the progress in cancer treatment by enabling a precise and early di-
agnosis. A promising application of SAGE gene expression data is 
classification of tumors. In this paper, we build three event models (the 
multivariate Bernoulli model, the multinomial model and the normalized multi-
nomial model) for SAGE data classification. Both binary classification and 
multicategory classification are investigated. Experiments on two SAGE data-
sets show that the multivariate Bernoulli model performs well with small fea-
ture sizes, but the multinomial performs better at large feature sizes, while the 
normalized multinomial performs well with medium feature sizes. The multi-
nomial achieves the highest overall accuracy. 

1   Introduction 

Tumor classification from gene expression data is meaningful because there is high 
correlation between certain classes of cancers and respective gene expression levels. 
Traditional cancer classification methods are based on microarray gene expression 
data [9,13], which cannot tell us the expression levels of unknown genes (they may be 
useful for cancer prediction).  

SAGE is a recently developed method which can monitor both known and un-
known gene expression levels [2,5]. SAGE identifies a short mRNA tag from each 
individual transcript and concatenates them into long DNA molecules, which are then 
sequenced. By counting these tags one can estimate the gene expression levels in a 
cell. The information gained from performing this technique on a tissue sample is 
called a SAGE library. 

In this study, we build three different event models for SAGE data. The multivari-
ate Bernoulli model captures the information of which tags are found in a library, but 
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not the number of times each tag appears. The multinomial model captures the infor-
mation about how many times a tag appears in each library. The normalized multino-
mial model not only captures tag frequency but also takes into account library length. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We first describe the gene se-
lection method in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we present the three event models for 
SAGE data. In Section 4 we evaluate the performance of the three models. Conclu-
sions are presented in Section 5. 

2   Feature Selection 

Gene selection, or feature selection, can reduce over-fitting to the training samples 
and to speed up the classification process for gene expression data [3].  

In our study, we use information gain to rank and select useful genes for SAGE 
data classification. Information gain is the expected entropy reduction caused by par-
titioning the data according to an attribute [7].  

Let S be a set of SAGE samples, E(S) be the entropy of S, the information gain 
I(S;t) of a tag (or feature) t is defined as: 
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where |S| is the cardinality of S, Sv is the subset of S for which tag has value v, and 
V(t) is set of all possible value of tag t. 

3   Three Models for SAGE Data Classification 

Suppose that SAGE data is generated by a mixture model parameterized by θ. Since 
the true parameters θ of the mixture model are not known, we need to estimate the 
parameters θ’ from labeled training libraries. Taking into account that one SAGE 
library only belongs to one class (type of cancer), for a new library l we search for a 
class ci that maximizes the posterior probability P(ci| l;θ’), by applying Bayes rule 
[11,12,6]. Note that P(l|θ’) is the same for all classes, thus l can be classified by com-
puting: 
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The estimation of P(l|ci;θ) depends on the choice of generative models which are 
described below. 

3.1   Multivariate Bernoulli Event Model 

Under the multivariate Bernoulli event model, a SAGE library lj ∈ L (L is the library 
set, |L| is the number of tags appearing in the set) is generated by a series of |L| Ber-
noulli experiments, one for each tag. The outcome of each experiment determines 
whether the corresponding tag will be included in the library. Thus a SAGE library is 
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a binary vector over the space of tags. Dimension k of the vector for library lj is writ-
ten Bik, and is either 0 or 1, indicating whether tag tk occurs in the library. We can also 
represent each library as |l|+1 variables V0, V1,…, V|l|. V0 takes values in {c1,…,cM} 
and presents the class of the library. V1,…, Vl take values in {0,1} and represent 
whether the particular tags appear in the library. Fig.1 presents this model as a graphi-
cal Markov model (or Bayesian network). 

 

Fig. 1. The multivariate Bernoulli event model 

We assume that the |L| trials are independent on each other, that is, the probability 
of each tag occurring in a library is independent of the occurrence of other tags in a 
library. Thus we can estimate the probability of a library given a class from the prob-
abilities of the tags given the class, 
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The multivariate Bernoulli event model does not capture the number of times each 
tag occurs, however, it includes the non-occurrence probability of tags that do not 
appear in the library but appear in the whole library set. 

The parameters );|(| θθ ikct ctP
ik
= of the mixture component ci can be estimated as 

the fraction of training documents in ci that contain tk: 
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3.2   Multinomial Event Model 

Multinomial approach to modeling tag frequency is to treat tags for a length |lj| (the 
number of tags of the library) SAGE library lj as resulting from |lj| drawing events on 
a d-valued multinomial variable V. Each library can then be represented by a set of 
random variables V0, V1,…, V|l|. V0 takes values in {c1,…,cM} and presents the class of 
the library. V1,…, Vl take values in {0,1,…} and represent the number of occurrences 
of particular tags in the library. Fig. 2 presents a graphical Markov model representa-
tion where a single node represents a SAGE library’s vector of tag counts. The multi-
nomial model captures tag frequency information in SAGE libraries.  
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Fig. 2. The multinomial event model 

We assume that the lengths of libraries are independent of class. We also assume 
that the draws on V are independent, each tag of the library is generated independently 
from every other. Thus, each library lj is drawn from a multinomial distribution of 
tags with as many independent trials as the length of lj. If Njk denotes the count of the 
number of times tag tk occurs in library lj. Then, the probability of a library given a 
class is the multinomial distribution: 
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where k= 1, 2,…, T, T is the number of tags in library lj. 
The parameters of the generative component for each class ci are the probabilities 

for each tag, written );|(| θθ ikct ctP
ik

= , where 1| =∑k ct ik
θ . It can be estimated 

from the training libraries: 
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where s=1,…, T, T is the total number of tags in library lj. 

3.3   Normalized Multinomial Event Model 

Normalized multinomial event model for SAGE data not only capture tag frequency 
but also take into account library length. We normalize tag counts by transforming the 
tag frequencies according to 
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yielding a length 1 tag frequency vector for each library.  
Normalization is common within the gene expression data clustering community 

because the probability of assigning a sample to a cluster is estimated by calculating 
distance across samples; in such a case it is not meaningful to use some of the dis-
tance functions such as the Euclidean distance to compare the libraries to each other, 
since their tag frequencies are not on the same scale [1,5]. For classification, however, 
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because comparisons are made across classes, and not across libraries, the benefit of 
such normalization is subtler, especially as the multinomial model accounts for length 
very naturally [8,10]. In experiments we find that normalized multinomial model 
performs better than standard multinomial for breast SAGE library set (classify tumor 
types), but the other way round for brain libraries (classification between tumor and 
normal tissue). 

4   Experiments 

We experiment on classification of SAGE data under three event models. We run 10 
random splits with 50% training data and 50% testing data per class. The number of 
selected genes varies from 10 to all for each experiment. The performance results are 
measured by the common used accuracy, the percentage of correct predictions on the 
test sets. 

4.1   Data and Preprocessing 

The experiments are based on two SAGE data sets, the raw data is available on the 
NCBI SAGE website [4]. One problem with the raw SAGE data is that many tags in 
each library are expected to contain sequencing errors, and since these errors result in 
noise and increase the dimensionality of the data, error removal is a must need. 
Within one library, some tags have a frequency of 1; these unique tags are either se-
quencing errors or representations of very low expression level genes. In our experi-
ment, we just remove these single frequency tags to filter out data noise. 

Brain dataset: The dataset is based on 52 Hs (human sapiens) SAGE brain libraries. 
These libraries are made of samples from human brain and fall in to four categories: 
Astrocytoma (11 libraries), Ependymoma (9 libraries), Glioblastoma (8 libraries) and 
Medulloblastoma (24 libraries). There are 64558 tags (after noise removal) in the 
dataset. We used the dataset for multicategory classification experiments. We also 
used the biggest two categories, Astrocytoma and Medulloblastoma, for binary classi-
fication. 

Breast dataset: The dataset is based on 26 Hs (human sapiens) SAGE breast librar-
ies. These libraries are made of samples from human breast and fall in to two 
classes: Normal (10 libraries) and Cancer (16 libraries). There are 36087 tags (after 
noise removal) in the dataset. We used this dataset for binary classification experi-
ments. 

4.2   Results 

Fig.3 shows the performance results of three event models for binary classification on 
the human brain dataset. The multinomial model achieves a maximum of 98.3% ac-
curacy with the 3000 top-ranked genes; the multivariate Bernoulli model is best with 
96.1% accuracy at 500 features; the normalized multinomial model reaches a maxi-
mum of 94.1% accuracy at 1000 selected genes. 
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Brain: Binary Classification
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Fig. 3. Three event models for brain SAGE libraries on different feature sizes: binary classifi-
cation (astrocytoma or medulloblastoma) 

Brain: Multicategory Classification
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Fig. 4. Three event models for brain SAGE libraries on different feature sizes: multicategory 
classification 

Breast: Binary Classification
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Fig. 5. Three event models for breast SAGE libraries on different feature sizes: binary classifi-
cation (tumor or normal) 

Fig.4 shows the results of multicategory classification on the human brain librar-
ies. The multinomial event model reaches a maximum of 90.4% accuracy when all 
genes are involved in the classifier. The multivariate Bernoulli model achieves a 
maximum of 88.5% accuracy at both 500 and 1000 features, while the normalized 
multinomial 85.3% at 3000 genes. 
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From Fig.3 and 4 we can see that for brain libraries, the three models do best when 
feature selection is used. The multivariate Bernoulli performs best with a small fea-
ture size and the multinomial performs best at a larger feature size, while normalized 
multinomial model do best at a moderate feature size. The multinomial model 
achieves higher accuracy than the multivariate Bernoulli model and the normalized 
multinomial model. 

For classification on the human breast libraries, as shown in Fig.5, the best per-
formance is achieved by the normalized multinomial event model with a maximum of 
89.8% at both 1000 and 5000 features. The standard multinomial model reaches a 
maximum of 87.2% accuracy at 5000 features, while the multivariate Bernoulli model 
reaches is best with 77.0% accuracy at 100 features. Like the results for brain librar-
ies, the multivariate Bernoulli performs best with a few features, the multinomial 
performs best with a larger feature size and normalized multinomial model do best 
with a moderate amount of selected genes. However, for breast libraries, the normal-
ized multinomial model performs better than the multinomial and the multivariate 
Bernoulli model. In ongoing work we are exploring the reasons that the breast librar-
ies show results different from the brain libraries. Note that for breast libraries the 
classification is done between tumor and normal samples, while for brain libraries it is 
between tumor types. 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we build and evaluate three event models (a multivariate Bernoulli 
model, a multinomial model and a normalized multinomial model) for SAGE data 
classification. We used information gain ranking function for gene selection.  

In empirical results on publicly available SAGE libraries, we find that the multivari-
ate Bernoulli performs well with a few features, the normalized multinomial model do 
well with a medium amount of selected genes and the un-normalized multinomial 
performs well with a larger feature size. The normalized multinomial model performs 
better than the multinomial for tumor-normal classification of breast SAGE libraries, 
but the multinomial is better for tumor-tumor brain libraries classification (both binary 
and multicategory). The multinomial achieves the highest overall accuracy.  
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